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In testimony of the 50th anniversary of the first
production of the Soviet Raketa Polar watch (in
1970), the Raketa Watch Factory is relaunching the
production of this historic watch model. This
watch model was specially produced in 1970 for
the polar explorers of the 16th Soviet Antarctic
expedition.

   

   

SPECIFICATIONS

REFERENCE
W-09-11-10-0270

YEAR
2020

SIZE
35 mm

MOVEMENT
Calibre: 2623. Average rate
(s/d): -10+20. Average running
time: 42h. Frequency/hour:
18.000 / 2.5Hz

FUNCTIONS
Hours, Minutes, Seconds.
Manual winding 24 hours

BRACELET/ STRAP
Genuine leather and additional
textile strap included with
watch

WATER PROOFNESS
Water resistant

PRICE
EUR 1'400

This re-edition, limited to 200 watches, is based on the original
design and technical drawings that were found in the archives of
the Factory. 
To make this watch more robust than other Raketa watches of
that time,  Ra keta’s engineers developed a case with a
complicated 4-piece construction with a special glass fixation
system. To allow polar explorers to tell the time without knowing
if it is day or night, they developed a movement that made the
hour hand do one turn of the dial in 24 hours (instead of the
conventional 12 hours). 
The limited edition of 200 watches is now under production
using “old school” manufacturing processes at the Raketa Watch
Factory - the same Factory that produced this model exactly 50

Assembly of the iconic Raketa Polar watch re-eAssembly of the iconic Raketa Polar watch re-e……

https://www.europastar.com/watch-gallery/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-xDD4lm1H4


Explore the Europa Star archives - Join us as a Club
member

New: 40’000 pages added, since the year 1950!

Click here to travel back in time through seven
decades of brands, models and watch markets, from

1950 until today

Our data base contains over 100,000 pages and 70 years
of fully searchable back issues, up to the most recent

publication. A treasure trove for all knowledgeable
professionals and aficionados.

   

years ago! It is already available for pre-order on Raketa’s website
with a delivery beginning of April 2020.

Raketa

RAKETA BAIKONUR RAKETA “RUSSIAN CODE”

https://www.europastar.com/club
https://www.europastar.com/brand-gallery/1004085017-raketa.html
https://www.europastar.com/watch-gallery/1004091872-raketa-baikonur.html
https://www.europastar.com/watch-gallery/1004091478-raketa-russian-code.html

